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Motivation
Supersonic molecular beam jets
with mixed gases
→ leads to Cluster formation
Need to investigate the Dynamics of
cluster formation
Experimental analysis by IR
absorption spectroscopy
Shift of molecular lines
(structure calculations)
Determination of overtones in
molecules
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Small clusters IR-spectrum: Methods
Previous (a few) results on spherical-top molecules:
“Monte-Carlo Simulation of Structural Properties and Infrared Spectra of
SF6-(Ar)n Clusters” D. Eichenauer and R. J. Le Roy J. Chem. Phys. 88, 2898
(1988).
“Two- vs. Three-Dimensional Melting and Spontaneous Reversing Isomerization
in Isolated SF6-(Ar)n Van der Waals Clusters” J. C. Shelly, R. J. Le Roy and
F. G. Amar Chem. Phys. Lett. 152, 14 (1988).
“Structure and IR-spectrum calculations for small SF6 clusters”; T. A. Beu and
K. Takeuchi; J. Chem. Phys. 103, 6394 (1995).
“Calculations of structure and IR-spectrum for small UF6 clusters ”; T. A. Beu,
J. Onoe and K. Takeuchi; J. Chem. Phys. 106, 5910 (1997).
Perturbative calculations need inter-molecule interactions
Useful for (not so) small clusters
Ab-initio calculations
Determination of inter-molecule interactions
Direct calculation of line shifts
Computationally expensive for very large clusters
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Calculation method
Options
Packages (Win2k, VASP, NWChem, Dalton) → NWChem
Theoretical methods (DFT, MCSCF, HF, HF-MP2) → HF-MP2
Several Basis → cc-pVQZ
Reasons
Localized basis
Correlated calculations (MP2, MCSCF)
Fitted for description of van der Waals interactions
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Treatment of Anharmonicities
Vibrational Self-Consistenf Field (VSCF)











V3(Qi ,Qj ,Qk) + . . .










Second order, i.e: V2(Qi ,Qj)
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Isolated SF6 Molecule
Six different modes
Two modes IR-active (ν3 and ν4)
ν3 ν4
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Isolated SF6 Molecule
Six different modes
Two modes IR-active (ν3 and ν4)
IR active IR active
ν1(A1g ) ν2(Eg ) ν3(T1u) ν4(T1u) ν5(T2g ) ν6(T2u)
Exp ( ) 773.6 642.1 947.968 615.03 522.9 346
Exp (FTIR) 947.95 614.95
cc-pVTZ 780.4 656.8 974.6 615.7 520.8 347.7
cc-pVTZ (anh) 769.7 647.8 959.8 611.3 516.8 345.2
“Raman Spectra of MoF6, TcF6, ReF6, UF6, SF6, SeF6, and TeF6 in the Vapor State”
Howard H. Claassen et al, J. Chem. Phys. 53, 341 (1970).
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Overtones for SF6
(main isotope 32S)
Calculations using VSCF approximation.
Grids of 16 points in each “direction”.
About 30000 different energies calculated in approx. HF+MP2.
Mode frequencies evaluated from the Hessian matrix.










Exp (FTIR) 2.9850 5× 10−6 2.9988 5× 10−6
VSCF 2.9794 2× 10−3 2.9982 1× 10−5
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SF6-SF6 Dimers
Interaction energy curves SF6−SF6 as a function of the S−S distance.
Orientations ( ) Most stable orientation is D3d, differs from ( )
T. A. Beu, J. Onoe and K. Takeuchi; J. Chem. Phys. 106, 5910 (1997).
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SF6-SF6 Dimers:
Molecular vibration frequencies ν3 on dimer
ν3 (cm−1) ∆ν3 (cm−1) ∆ν3 (cm−1)
SF6 974.6
(SF6)2 (D2d)
958.3 (‖) -16.3 -14.3/-16.3




T. A. Beu and K. Takeuchi, J. Chem. Phys. 103, 6394 (1995).
Dimer binding energy: 69.3 meV
Dimer frequencies: 43.9 cm−1 (D2d)
41.8 cm−1 (D3d)
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SF6−SF6 Dimers:
Comparison with experiments
(The) T. A. Beu and K. Takeuchi, J. Chem. Phys. 103, 6394 (1995).
(Exp) B. Heijmen, A. Bizzarri, S. Stolte, and J. Reuss, Chem. Phys. 132, 331 (1989).
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(SF6)3 Trimers:
Comparison with experiments
(The) T. A. Beu and K. Takeuchi, J. Chem. Phys. 103, 6394 (1995).
(Exp) B. Heijmen, A. Bizzarri, S. Stolte, and J. Reuss, Chem. Phys. 132, 331 (1989).
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SF6−Ar
Interaction energy curves for SF6−Ar as a function of the S−Ar distance.
Cluster frequency: 34.7 cm−1 (stretching SF6−Ar)
Mode ν3: splits at 973.1 cm−1, and (double degenerate) 973.4 cm−1
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Conclusions and Outlook
We calculated harmonic and overtone modes of SF6 in HF-MP2
approximation
Included anharmonic effects in the framework of VSCF approximation
Obtained the non-spherical potential interactions for (SF6)(2,3) and
SF6−(Ar)(1,2)
To Do:
Treatment of degenerate modes in VSCF
Calculate fully 3D interactions for these and other similar systems
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